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PROLONGATION OF VECTOR-VALUED DIFFERENTIAL
FORMS TO THE FRAME BUNDLE

LUIS A. CORDERO AND MANUEL DE LEON

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to construct the prolongation of a
vector-valued differential form on a manifold M to the frame bundle
FM of M. Our goal is to get a general framework in which the theory
of prolongations to FM of tensor fields, G-structures and connections
on M, developed in [1,2,3, 6J, falls in a natural way.

To do this, we proceed as follows. If (U is a V-valued form on M,
V a vector space, a J/V-valued form (Ul can be constructed on J/M
(Jp 1 denotes the tangent bundle of pLvelocities); moreover, if (.U is of
type (p, V), p being a linear representation of a Lie group G (acting
on M) on V, then (Ul is shown to be of type (Pi> J/V), Pl being an
induced representation of J/G on J/V. The particular case of forms
taking values in a Lie algebra is considered in Section 4. Applications
to the prolongations of connections are made in Section 5. Sections 6
and 7 are devoted to particularize the general results for appropriate
vector spaces, in order to obtain geometrical interpretations of the
definitions and results in [1, 2, 6J concerning the prolongation to FM
of tensor fields and G-structures on M.

Through the paper, manifolds, maps, tensor fields and so on, will
be assumed differentiable of class Co, and the manifolds to be connected.
Summation over repeated indices is always implied; entries of matrices
are written as aij, aij or a ij and in all cases, i is the row index while
j is the column index. Gl(n) =GI(n, R) is the general linear group and
glen) =gl(n, R) is the Lie algebra of all nXn square matrices.

1. Generalities on J/M

Let RP be the Euclidean p-space, M an n-dimensional manifold,
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(1.1)

J/M the (n+pn)-dimensional manifold of I-jets jlf at OERP of
differentiable mappings f : RP - M defined on some open neighborhood
of 0, and 1rM: J/M- M the target map, 1rMUlf) f(O).

If (U, xi) is a coordinate system in M, then the induced coordinates
(Xi,xai) on J/ U=1rM- I(U) are given by

o(xi ·f) (xi(jlf)=xi(f(O)), xai(jlf) ota 0), l:::;;;a:::;;;p, l:::;;;i:::;;;n

for any PfEJ/U, where (t l, ... , tP) are the usual coordinates in RP.

Let h: M - M' be a differentiable map; then, the induced map
hI: J/M - J/M' is given by hI (jlf) =jl(h·f). If (U, xi), (U',
yi) are coordinate systems in M and M', respectively, and if we
suppose h : U - U' expressed by yi= hi (xi) , then, with respect to
(J/U, xi, xai) , (J/U', yi, y/), hI is expressed by

I . "(.) " oM .h : yJ=hJ :r , YaJ=--::\-·-xa'
ux'

Obviously 1rM,h!=h'1rM, (lM)1=lJp1M and (k'h)1=kJ ·hI if k: M'
_ M". Moreover, there exists a canonical diffeomorphism J/(MX
N) ~J/MXJ/N for any differentiable manifolds M, N, and hereafter
we shall identify them; also, if hi : Mi - Ni, i=l, 2, then (hIXh2)l
=hI1 Xh2

1•

Take p=n=dim M. Then JnlM contains as an open (dense)
submanifold the bundle space FM of the principal bundle of linear
frames over M (briefly, the frame bundle of M) and, in fact, the
manifold sructure which JnlM induces on FM is the usual one with
respect to which 1rM: FM - M is a Gl(n)-principal bundle. Through
this paper, the coordinates induced on FU=JnIUn FM will be written
(xi, Xi) if there is no confusion.
. If p=l, then 1rM : J1IM - M is nothing but the tangent bundle

of M, 1rM: TM - M, and the coordinates induced on TU=1rM-1(U)
will be written (xi; Xi); Th: TM _ TN will denote the map induced
by ~ : M - N, and, for any f : R - M, Pf will be written simply
as f.

Particularizing some general results of Morimoto [7J, we can assert:
there exist canonical diffeomorphisms

a~l: TJ/M-J/TM, di/J/TM- TJ/M

such that both are mutually inverse. For further use, we shall recall
their definition.
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Let <pE Trpco)J/M be the tangent vector to rp : R~ J/M at rp(O);
then, there exist a differentiable map cjJ : R X RP~ M and a positive
number 0 such thatrp(t)=jlcjJt for Itl<o, where <Pt(u)=cjJu(t)=cjJ(t,u),
tER, uERP. Define qr : RP~ TM by qr(u) =<pu; then aMP. 1 (if;) =pqr.

Analogously, let Tj : RP~ TM be a differentiable map; then, there
exist a differentiable map ifJ: RP X R~ M and a positive number 0
such that Tj(t)=~t for Itl<o, where~t(u)=cjJu(t)=cjJ(t,u),tERP, uE

R. Define f/J : R~ J/M by f/J(u) =jlcjJu; then ai.ICPTj) =~.
Locally, a~l is given as follows: let (U, xi) be a coordinate system

in M, and (xi, x a
i ; xi, Xa

i) , (yi, yi, (yi) a, (yi) a) the induced coordinates
on TJ/U and JplTU, respectively; then

a~/ : yi=xi, yi=xi, (yi)a=xai, (yi)a=xai (1. 2)

The local expression for a'x/ is obvious. Moreover, for any
f: M~No,

(Tf)1'at/=a fi/' Tfl, Tfl·a~il=a~P.(Tf)l (1. 3)

Let X : M~ TM be a vector field on M, i. e. JrM·X=l M. Then

XC=a'x/·XI: J/M~ TJ/M

is a cross-section of the tangent bundle T Jp 1M and, hence, it defines
a vector field XC on J/M which will be said the complete lift of X to
J/M. If X is locally given in U byX=Xi(a/axi), then XC is given
on JplU by

Xc . a + . aXi a
= Xl_a-· x a

J - a-·- -a--'
x' x J x a'

Moreover, for each a=l, 2, ... , p, there exists on JplM a vector field
XCa) associated to X, locally given by

XCa)=Xi_L
axa '

and which will be said the atLvertical lift of X to J/M. Since locally

[ a~i ] C = a~i' [a~i] Ca) = a~ai

any differential form on Jp 1M is completely determined by its action
on these lifts X, XCa) for every vector field X on M. Moreover, the
following identities hold:

[XC, YC] = [X, y]C, [XC, yCa)] = [X, Y] Ca), [XCa\ yCIl)] =0

Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g; then JpIG' inherits a Lie
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(1. 4)

group structure, its multiplication being defined by (Pf)· (jIg) =
P(f· g) for any jIf,jIgEJ/G, where (f·g) (t) f(t)g(t), tERP.
The following result has been proved in [2J: let ad : G - Aut (g),
Ad: 9 - Der (g) be the adjoint representations, gP=gX.~.Xg

considered as abelian Lie group, and construct the semidirect product
Lie group GXadgP and the semidirect product Lie algeara gXAdgP; then
there is a canonical isomorphism of Lie groups J/G~GXadgP and,
consequently, the Lie algebra of Jp IG is isomorphic to 9X AdgP•

Let be G=GI(n), {Xl} the canonical coordinates in Gl (n) , {Xl,
X/a} the induced coordinates in J/Gl(n), and {YBA, l=(A, B=(n+ pn}
the canonical coordinates in Gl (n+pn). Then, there exists a canonical
embedding of Lie groups [2J

jp : J/Gl(n) - Gl(n+pn)

given by

[

(Xl) 0 0]
. ((X.; x. i» = (XjIi) (X/) ..•...0

Jp J' Ja :: :

(Xj /) 0... (xi)
and the inducedhomomorphism Tjp.: TeJ/GI(n)~ TeGI{n+pn) at
the unit elements writes

[

(A/) 0 0]
Tjp((o/, O;A/, Bjai» = (OBA; (~jIi: (1/)·····t )

(Bjp') 0... (Ai)

Let P(M, 1C, G) be a principal fibre bundle with bundle space P,
base space M, projection 1C and structure group G. Then J/P(JpIM,
1CI , J/G) is again a principal fibre bundle. In fact, if ifJu : 1C- I(U)_
UXG is a trivialization of P over UEM, then, since (1CI)-I(J/U) =
J/1C- I(U) , an induced trivialization </Ju: J/1C- I(U) -J/UXJ/G
is obtained by setting </Ju(j If) = (jl(1C.f) ,jl (pr· ifJu·f) ) for any jlfE

J/1C- I (U), where pr : UXG - G is the canonical projection.
Let FM(M, 1CM, Gl(n» be the frame bundle of M, JnIFM(JnIM,

1CM!' JnlGI(n» the induced principal bundle and FJnIM(Jn1M,1CJn1M'
GI(n+n2» the frame bundle of JnIM. Then, there exists a canonical
injective homomorphism of principal bundles over the identity of J,/M

[2J
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with associate Lie group homomorphism jn: Jn1Gl (n) ------? Gl (n+n2) ;
j M is locally given as follows: let (U, Xi) be a coordinate system in
M, and consider fibered coordinates (xi, x/, X/, X j ,/) on Jn l 7CM -1 (U)
and (y i , Ya i , yBA) on FJn1U(1 ~A, B~n+n2); then

. , yi=xi, Yai=xai
JM' i_X i ia_x i i-O ia_ S> ax iYj - j, Yj - ja, Yja - , YjfJ -UfJ j

where ia=an+i, l~a~n:-

Since the restriction FJn1MI FM is isomorphic to the frame bundle
FFM of FM, then jM induces again jM : J n1FMIFM ------? FFM over the
identity of FM.

Let G be a Lie subgroup of Gl(n), G=jn(Jn1G) cGl(n+n2) and
P(M, 7C, G) a G-structure on M. In [2J, we have defined the
prolongation P of P to FM as the G-structure on FM given as follows:
let p: Jn1P------?Jn1FM be induced by j: P------?FM, then P=(jM'P)
(Jn 1P) IFM.

2. J/ V for a vector space V

Let V be a (real) vector space, dim V=m. Fix, once and for all,
a basis {ea, 1~ a~ m} of V and consider V as m-dimensional manifold.
Then, J/ V inherits a vector space structure: for any jIf, jIg E J/ V
and AE R, define

j 1f+jIg=jI(f+g), A(jlf) =jI().f)

An induced basis of J p1V is conf'tructed as follows: define fa' fa a :
RP ------? V by

fa (t) =ea, fa a(t) =taea, t= (tl, ... , tP) E RP

and set Ea=j1fa, Eaa=jIfaa ; then, {Ea' Ea) is a basis for J/V.
On the other hand, the vector space V1+p= V X VP has a canonical

basis {Ea', Eaa'} induced from {ea} : E'a= (ea, 0, ... , 0), E'aa = (0, ... , ea,
... , 0) with ea at the (a+ 1) th place, and the correspondence E a ------?
E'a, E aa ------? E'aa defines an isomorphism of vector spaces J p 1V:::::. V1+P;

this isomorphism being, in fact, a diffeomorphism, hereafter Jp 1 V and
V1+p will be identified without explicit mention.

Assume V = 9 a (real) Lie algebra; then Jp 19 inherits a Lie algebra
structure; define [jIf, jIgJ=jI[f, gJ, where [f, gJ (t) = [f(t), get) J,
t E RP. In fact, if {Aabc} are the structure constants of 9 with respect
to {ea}, i. e. [ea, ebJ = Aabcec, then the structure constants of J p1g with
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(2.1)

respect to {Ea, Ea) are

Aabc=,A,abC
, Aab/a=opa).abc

Aabac=Aabca=Aapcbr=Aa/abr=O

Let Ad : 9 - Der (gP) be the canonical extension of the adjoint
representation of 9 to the abelian Lie algebra gP, and construct the
semidirect product Lie algebra 9X AdgP; the~,

LEMMA 2.1. The isomorphism of vector spaces J/g::::::9XAdgP is, in
fact, an isomorphism of Lie algebras.

Proof. Routine, having in mind (2. 1) and the definition of the
bracket product in gXAdgP.

Let V be again a vector space, and consider the Lie groups J/Gl (V)
and Gl (J/V); we define a differentiable embedding of Lie groups
jp: J/GI(V) -Gl(J/V) by setting

jP(jlf) (jl1) =jl (f*1), jIfEJ/GI(V), jl1)EJ/V (2.2)

where f*1): RP - V is given by (f*1) (t) J(t) ((1)(t». In
particular, when V=Rn we refind the homomorphism jp in (1.4).

Let p : G - Gl (V) be a linear representation of·a Lie group G into
V; then· .

PI=jp· pI : J/G -GI(J/V)

is again a linear representation which will be said induced by p. In
fact

PI(jI1)=jp(jI(p .1)), jl1)EJ/G(2.3)

Let ifJ : G X V - V denote the action of G on V induced by p,
and let ifJI : J/G XJ/V - J/ V be the induced map.

LEMMA 2.2. ifJI is the action induced by PI.

Proof. Let).: GI(V)XV- V, 1: GI(J/V)XJ/V-J/V be
the natural actions. Then ifJ=,A,' (pXlv) and 1>=1· (PIXIJp1v) are
the actions induced by P aIid Ph respectively. Since ,A,I=l: . UpXbiv),

ifJI=().. (pXlv»1=).1 . (plXI Jiv)=l:· (Up' pI)XIJp1V)
=1· (P1 XIJp1v)=$

The following Lemma will be useful later.

LEMMA 2.3. Let 1) : RP - G be a differentiable map, g=jI1)EJ/G,
and f : RP - TV such that f(RP) C ToV, the tangent space to V at
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O. Define Tp(1j-l)*f: RP -----). TV by
(Tp(1j-l) *f) (t) = Tp (1j-1 (t) ) (f(t»

Then:
(i) a~P(jlf)E ToJ/ V
(ii) a~P(jl (Tp(1j-l) *f» = TPl (g-l) (aVU If»

Proof. Let (J: RPXR -----). V be such that f(t) =Ut for sufficiently
small tERP, where (Jt(U) =O"'(t)=(J(t, u), uER. Sincef(t)EToV for
every t, then (Je(O) =OE V; consequently, (JO(t) =(Jt(O) =0, that is
uO : RP -----). V is the constant map into OE V, and therefore jluO=O
EJ/ V. But aV(jlf) = 2:;, .E : R -----). J/ V being given by .E (u) = jla",
and then .E (0) = jluO and (i) is proved.

Now, for small t, (Tp(1j-l)*f) (t) =u/, where (J/(u)=p(1j-l(t»
«(Jt(u»; then, if we define .E': R-----).JplV by .E'(u)-jl(J'u, weget
a;/Ul(Tp(1j-l)*f»='i.:/. On the other hand, let p(1j-l) *0'" : RP
---- V be given by (p(1j-I)*(Ju) (t) =p(1j-l(t» «(Ju(t»; then, by virtue
of (2.3),

.E' (u) = jl(p (1j-l) *(Ju) = j P(jl (p '1j-I» (jl(Ju) = PI (g-l) (j1(Ju)

and (ii) is proved.

Also, remark that if E(M, le, V) is a vector bundle with standard
fibre V, then J/E(J/M, le!, J/V) is again a vector bundle with
standard fibre Jp I V. In fact, this corresponrdence preserves Whitney
sums, that is, if E' (M, le', V') is another vector bundle, then Jp 1 (E
EBE') and J/EEBJ/E' are isomorphic vector bundles; in particular,
for any integer r~2, Jpl(EBrTM) and tBrCJ/TM) are isomorphic
vector bundles.

Next, let us consider the following vector spaces:
JplRn=::.Rnx (Rn)p=:.Rn+pn

0s1Rn=Rn0(Rn)*0.~.0(Rn) *=::.Ls(Rn, Rn)
0 sRn = (Rn)*0.:.0 (Rn) *=::.Ls(Rn, R)

where Ls(V, W) is the vector space of s-linear maps of VX.:.XV
into W; define le : J/R ---- R by

P

le(t, Ch ••• , Cp) =.E Ca
«=1

(2.4)

and denote by {ei} the basis of (Rn) * dual to the canonical basis le;}
of Rn, {Ei, Ea'} the basis of (J/Rn) * dual to the induced basis {E;,
E;) of J plRn=:.Rn+ pn, and by {e;0ei10 ...0eis, (e;0eiI0 ...0eis)al and
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(2.6)

(2.5)

{eiIQ9 ..•Qgeis, (eiIQ9 ...Qgeis)a} the induced basis of J/(Q9/Rn) and
J/ (®sRn), respectively.

Then, the following homomorphisms of vector spaces can be defined:
( I ) i: J/(Q9sIRn) _ ®sI(J/Rn)~Q9/Rn+pn

Let be jlJEJpI(®sIRn) with J : RP _ ®/Rn; thus, J(t) ELs(Rn,

Rn) for each t. We define i(jlJ) ELs(J/Rn, J/Rn) as follows: for any
Pgh ... , jIgsEJ/Rn,

i (jlJ) (jlgh ... , jlgs)= jl (J* (gh ... , gs»

where CJ*(gh ... , gs»(t) J(t)(gI(t), ... , gs(t». Then, a straight
forward computation from the definitions leads to:

i(e;®eiI®"'®eis) =E;®EiIQ9"'®Eis+
s p

+I: I: E iaQ9EiIQ9···(g)E/k®···(g)Eis
k=l <%=1

i ((ei(g)eiI(g)·.··(g)eis) a) ,=;,Eia(g)EiI(g)···(g)Eis

(ll) i : J/((g)sRn) - ®s(J/Rn)~(g)sRn+pn

Let be jlJEJ/(®sRn) with J : RP - (g)sRn; thus, J(t) ELs(Rn, R)
for each t. We define i(jlJ) ELs(J/Rn, R) as follows: for any Pgh
... , jlgsEJ/Rn,

i(PJ)(jlgh ... , jlgs)=1C(jl<J, (gh .•. , gs»)

where <J, (gh ... , gs»(t) J(t) (gI(t) , ..., gs(t». Then, a straight
forward computation from the definitions leads to

s p

i(eiI(g)···Qgeis) =I: I: EiIQ9···(g)E/k®···Q9Eis
k=l <%=1

i ((eiI®···Qgeis) a)=EiIQ9"'Q9Eis

Both homomorphisms i above behave appropriately with respect to
canonical representations; that is, let be p: Gl(n) - Gl((g)sIRn) or
P : GI (n) - GI (®sRn) the canonical linear representations given by

(P(If)J) (~h ..., ~s) =If( f(If-I~h '0', If-I~s», JEQ9sIRn

or

(P(If)J) (~I; ... , ~s) J (If~h ... , If~s), JEQ9sRn

for any IfEGI(n), ~h ••• , ~sERn; denote by p : GI(n+pn) - GI(Q9sI
Rn+pn) or p : GI(n+pn) - GIQ9sRn+pn) the analogous ones, and let

PI: J/GI(n) _GI(J/(Q9sIRn» or PI: J/GI (n) -GI(J/((g)sRn»
. ,

be the induced representations. Then, for any gEJ/GI(n), ,

i· PI(g)=P(jp(g» . i (2.7)
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In fact, let be rj : RP - Gl (n) such that g= jIrj; then, for any
jlfEJpI(®,IRn),

PI (g) (jlf) = jp(jI(p . rj)) (jlf) = jI( (p . rj) *f)

where ((p' rj) *f) (t) = P (rj(t)) (f(t)). Therefore, for any j 19h ... ,

jIg,EJ/Rn,

i(PI(g) (jlf)) (jlgh ... ,jlg,)=.i1(((p' rj)*f)*(gh ... ,g,))

where (( (P'rj) *f) *(gh ... , g,) )(t) =rj(t)( f (t)(rj(t)-IgI (t), ... , rj(t)-Ig ,

(t) ) ). On the other hand,

pUp(g)) (i(jlf)) UIgh ... , jIgs)

= jp (g) (i(jl f) Up (g-I) (jIgI), ... , jp (g-l) (jig,)))

=jp(g) (i) jlf) (P(rj-I*gl), ... , P(rj-I*gs))) (by (2.2))
=jp(g) (P(f*(rj-I*gh ... , rj-I*gs)))

=jI(rj* (f* (rj-I*gl, ... , rj-I*g,))) (by (2.2))

and (2. 7) holds for the type (1, s). We omit the proof for the case
(0, s), which is similar.

3. Prolongation of vector-valued functions and forms

Let V be a vector space as in Section 2. Define injections io, ia : V
-J/V by

io(~)=jlfe' ia(~)=jlfa,e, l:::;;a:::;;p, ~EV

where fe, fa,e: RP - V are given by feet) =~, fa.e(t) =ta~, t= (t I,
... , tP) ERP.

Let h : M-V be a V-valued differentiable function, hI: JpI M

- J/ V the induced one, and define h(a) : J/M - JpI V by setting
h(a)=ia·h·7'CM for each aE to, 1, 2, ... , plo Then, if h is locally
expressed with respect to the basis {eal by h (Xi) = ha (xi) ea, the local
expressions of hI, h(a) with respect to the induced basis {Ea, Ea) are

hI (" ") (") " ahax· x· =ha x' E +x J __. E,a a a ox) aa

h CO ) (xi, Xai) =ha(Xi) Ea

h(a) (Xi, xr/) =ha(xi)Eaa, 1 :::;;a:::;;p

Hence, for any vector field X on M,
XCh I= (Xh) 1, Xch(a) = (Xh) (a), O:::;;a:::;;p
x(a)h I= (Xh) (a\ x(a)h({3) =0, 1 :::;;a:::;;p, O:::;;fJ:::;;p

If V=g is a Lie algebra, then for any f, g : M - 9 we denote
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[f, g] : M - 9 the bracket product map, and the following identities
hold:

[f, gJ1=[fl, gl], [f, g](O)=[f(O\ g(O)]
[f, g](a)=[f(a), gl]=[fl, g(a)]=[f(O), g(a)]=[f Ca ), gCO)] (3.1)
[jCa), gCP)] =0

for 1~a, f3~p.

Next, let G be a Lie group acting on M on the right through
cp: MXG - M, p: G - GI(V) a linear representation and rfi:
GXV-V the action induced by p. For each h : M-V, let
iXh: MXG - GX V be given by (iXh)(x, g) = (g-lh(x».

DEFINITION 3.1. A differentiable map h : M-V is said of type
(p, V) if h·cp=rfi· (iXh), or equivalently h(xg) =p(g-l)(h(x» for any
xEM, gEG.

J/G acts on J/M on the right through cpl, and rfil is the action of
J/G on JplV induced by PI: J/G-GI(JplV); then, since (iXh)l
=iXhl, for any V-valued differentiable map on M of type (p, V) we
have p.cpl= (h'cp)l= (if>. (iXh»l=if>l. (iXhl), and thus the following
theorem is proved:

THEOREM 3.2. If h: M-V is of type (p, V), then
P: J/M-J/V is of type (Ph J/V).

Let m be a V-valued I-form on M; such a form m can be considered
canonically as a differentiable map m : TM - TV which is a linear
map of the tangent space TxM with values in the tangent space To V
for each x E M.

So, let m: TM - TV be a V-valued I-form on M, and define a
differentiable map ml : TJ/ M - TJ/V by setting

ml=avl'P·ml.a~l (3.2)

where ml : J/TM - J/TV is the map induced by m. Let (U, xi)
be a coordinate system in M, (TJp1 U, (xi, x/; xi, x ai» the induced
coordinate system in TJ/M; if m is given in TU by m(xi; Xi) =(0;
mka(xi)xk), or equivalently if m writes in U as m= (mkadxk)ea, then a
routine computation, using (1. 1) and (1. 2), leads to the following
expression for ml in J/U:

om a
ml= (mkadxk)Ea+ (xaj

'::> k. dxk+mkadxak)Ea
vX) a
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which implies that Wl is a well defined J/ V-valued I-form on JplM.
Moreover, one easily obtains the following identities, which can be
considered as an alternative definition of Wl:

Wl (XC) = (w (X» 1

Wl(XCu)=(W(X»CaJ, I~a~p

for every vector field X on M.

DEFINITION 3.3. W1> given by (3.2) or equivalently by (3.3), will
be said the prolongation of W to JplM.

This definition can be extended to higher degrees as follows: let W

be a V-valued r-form on M, r~2, considered as a differentiable map
W : tBrTM ----!> TV which is a lint>ar skewsymmetric map of tBrTzM
with values in To V for each x E M. Define the prolongation
Wl : tBrTJplM~ T Jpl V of W to J/M by setting

Wl =aV· w l • =:: • (tBra~/)

where:::: : tBrJplTM ----!> J/(tBrTM) is the canonical isomorphism. If
W is locally expressed on M by

w= (Wail ... irdXil/\ ... /\dxir )ea

then Wl is locally expressed on Jp1M by

Wl = (Wail ... irdxil /\ ... /\dxir) Ea

+ [xaj OW~~~.. ir dXil/\ ... /\dxir

+1: Wail ...i dXil /\ ..• /\dxa
ik/\ ... /\dx ir] Ea

k;l r a

Therefore, for any vector fields Xl> ... , X r on M,

Wl (XlC, ... , X/) = (w(Xl> ... , X r» 1

Wl (XlC, .•• , X j -{, x/a!, X j +1C' ..• , XrC) = (w(X, ... , X r» Ca) (3.4)
Wl (XlC, ... , x/a), ... , X/f3!, ... , XrC) =0, 1~a, f3~P

identities which, in fact, can be considered as an alternative definition
of Wl.

The following identities are of easy proof:

(W+Z")l=Wl+ZOl> (AW)l=AWl (AER)
iXCWl=(iXW)l> LXCWl=(Lxw)l (3.5)
dWl = (dw) 1

Moreover, if if; : M~ N is a differentiable map,
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(ifJ*m) 1= «(pt) *m1 (3.6)

for any V-valued r-form m on N; in, fact, by definition

(cP*m)l=«l·m1• «(fJrTcP) 1. :::::. «(fJ,.a~l)

but «(fJrTcP)l.::::: =:::::. «(fJr(TifJ)1) and then, using (1. 3),

(cP*m)l=aVP·m1.:::::. «(fJr(TifJ) 1) . «(fJra~l)

=a\;-p·m1.:::::. «(fJra1l)' «(fJrT ifJ1)

=m1' «(fJrTifJ1) = (cP1) *m1

Let be ejJ: MXG~M, p: G~GI(V) and ifJ: GXV~ V as
before, and for each gEG, R g : M~ M given by Rg(x) =ejJ(x, g)

=xg.

DEFINITION 3.4. A V-valued r-form m: (fJrTM~ TV is said of
type (p, V) if, for any gEG,

m' «(fJrTRg) =Tp(g-l)·m

THEOREM 3.5. Let m be a V-valued t-form on M of type (p, V).
Then, the prolongation m1 of m to J/M is an r-form of type (Ph
J/V), that is, for any gEJ/G,

m1' «(fJrTRg) = Tp1 (g-l) . ml

Hence,
(ml.aMP,l) (TRg(v» =m1(j17[f') = P (m' 7[f') = P(Tp (7j-1) *(w· 7[f»

and applying Lemma 2.3 to f=m·7[f, we deduce

7[f (u)
a~l(TRg(V» = p7[f'

In particular, aMP, l(v) = jl7[f, 7[f : RP ----:,. TM being given by
=ifJ". Now,

(m' 7[f')(u) =w (ifJ''') =m (T14(,,) (ifJ"» = (m of type (p, V»
= Tp(7j-1(u» (m (ifJ"» = Tp(7j-1(U» «m·7[f) (u»

Proof. The extension for r~2 being clear, we shall prove the
theorem only for r=l. Let be gEJ/Gn mE TgJ/M, xEJ/M, and
take 7j: RP~G and cp: R----:"Jp1M such that g=p7j, cp(O)=x and
rp=v. Then, there exist a differentiable map ejJ : RXRP~ M and a
positive number 0 such that cp(t)=PejJt for !tl<o, where ejJt(u)=ejJ"(t)
=ejJ(t,u), tER, uERP; therefore, for sufficiently small t, (Rg·cp) (t)
= PejJ/, where ejJ/ (u) =ejJ' (t, u) =ejJ(t, u)7j(~). Define 7[f' : RP~ TM

----------bysetting7[f'(u)=rp'''; then TRg(v)=(Rg·cp) and, by definition of
aMP, 1,
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(a~p·w' 'at/) (TRg(V» =a~P(p(Tp(1)-1) *(W·?If» =
= Tpl(g-I) (av1,P(jl(w·?If»)

But P(w·?If) =W1(jl?1f) =w1(at1(v) ) = (wl.a~/) (v), and therefore
Wl (TRg(v» = TPl (g-I)Wl (v»

All the results in this Section apply when V=g is a Lie algebra.
Nevertheless, the special significance of differential forms taking values
in a Lie algebra, mainly in connection theory, makes suitable a
slightly different approach which will be carried on in the next Section.

4. Prolongation of forms with values in a Lie algebra

Let 9 be the Lie algebra of a Lie group G; in the sequel, we shall
identify 9 to the tangent space T.G, e unit element of G.

DEFINITION 4. 1. A g-valued r-form on M is a differentiable map
w: (f)rTM - TG which is a linear skew-symmetric map of (f)rTzM
with values in T.G for each x E M.

As in Section 3, the prolongation Wl: (f)rTJ/M- TJ/G of w to
J/M is defined by wl=abP·wl. ~. «(f)raMP, 1), and it is a Jplg-valued
r-form on J/M. Moreover, (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) are still valid
here, and a bracket product [w, 7:J of g-valued forms w, 7: can be
defined canonically. Using (3.1), one deduces

[w, 7:Jl = [Wh Z"IJ (4. 1)

Let P : G - Aut (G) be a homomorphism of Lie groups; for each
gEG, Tp(g): TG - TG induces an automorphism Tp(g) : 9 - 9
and, therefore, there is an induced linear representation p: G
Aut (g). Assume G acting on M on the right; a g-valued r-form w on
M will be said of type (p, g) if, for any gEG,

w· «(f)rTRg) = Tp(g-l) ·w

Thus, looking back to Section 3, the following natural question
arises: is the prolongation Wl of w of type (Ph Jp Ig) for some linear
representation PI : J/G - Aut (J/g) canonically induced from p?
To answer this question we proceed as follows.

Let Aut (J/G) be the group of automorphisms of J/G; then,
adapting (2.2) here with the obvious changes, we define an injective
homomorphism of groups

i p : J/Aut (G) - Aut (J/G)
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and thus, given P : G~ Aut (G) and the induced pI: J/G~ J/
Aut (G), we set PI= i p. pI; now, we define the linear representation
PI : J/G~ Aut (Jp Ig) by

P1(ff) = Tp1 (ff) , ffEJ/G

where TpI(g) : J/g ~J/g is the linear map induced by P1(g) : J/G
~ J/G. Note that there is no matter with the differentiability of jp.

LEMMA 4.2. Let 1J : RP~ G be a differentiable map, g=P1JEJ/G,
and f: RP~ TG such that f(RP) cTeG. Define Tp (1J-1) *f :
RP~ TG as in Lemma 2. 3. Then:

(i) «,(;t'(pf)ETeJpIG, e=unit element of J/G
(ii) abP(P(Tp(1J-I) *f» = Tp1 (g-1) (abP(Pf»

THEOREM 4.3. Let w be a g-valued r-form on· M of type(p, g).
Then, the prolongation W1 of w to Jp I M is an r-form of type (Ph J/g).

The proof of both Lemma 4. 2 and Theorem 4. 3 is similar to that
of Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 3.5, respectively.

Now, assume p: G~Aut (G) given by p(g)=Rg-l·Lgo gEG;
then, the induced linear representation p : G~ Aut(g) is the adjoint
representation, i.e. Tp(g)=ad g. Then, foranyg=P1J,fi=Pp,EJ/G,

PI (g) (fi) =jp(P(P'1J» (fi) =P«P'1J) *p,)

where «p '1J) *p,) (t) = P(1J (t» (p,(t» =1J (t) . p,(t) '1J Ct) -1= (1J' W 1J-I) Ct),
tERP; therefore P( (p'n) *p,) =g' fie g-I and, hence, PI (g) =Rg-l·Lg.
Thus,

LEMMA 4. 4. Let ad : G~ Aut (g) be the adjoint representation.
Then (ad) 1 : J/G~ Aut (J/g) is the adjoint representation of J/G.

CoROLLARY 4. 5. Let w be a g-valued r-form on M of type (ad, g).
Then, the prolongation W1. of w to J/M is of type (ad, J/g).

5. Prolongation of connections

Let P (M, 1C, G) be a principal fibre bundle, and let w : TP~ TG
be a g-vahied I-form on P. Denote by Lx : G~ P the differentiable
map given by Lx (g) =xg,for each xEP, and assume w verifying

w CTLx(v) ) = TLg-ICv)

for any vETgG, gEG.

(5.1)
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LEMMA 5. 1. If w verifies (5. 1), then its prologation WI does too,

i. e.
Wl (TLnz (v» = TLg- 1(v) (5.2)

for every XEJ/P, gEJ/G and vE TgJ/G.

Proof. Let cp : R~ J/G and cjJ: RXRP~ G be such that v=if:;,
g=cp(O) = jlcjJo and q;(t) = jlcjJt for small t, where cjJt(u) =cjJu(t) =cjJ(t, u),
tER, uERP. Define cjJ': RXRP~G bycjJ'(t,u)=cjJ(O,u)-lcjJ(t,U);

then (Lg 1· q;) (t) = PcjJ/ and, if we set 7/f': RP~ TG given by
7/f'(u) =1/u,

aGP, 1(T L g- 1(v» = jl7/f' (5.3)

On the other hand, let Yj : RP~ P be such that x= jlYj, and define
Yj': RXRP-~P by Yj'(t, u)=Yj(u)lj;(t, u); then (Li:·q;)(t)=jlYj/ for
small t, and if we set Y: RP -> TP given by Y(u) = =i/u , then
app,l (TLi:(v» = P Y. Therefore,

(wl.apP, l) (TLz(v» = pew· Y) (5.4)

Now, since Yj'u(t) =Yj(u)lj;u(t), we have i;'u= TL"cuJ (cPu), and hence

(w· Y) (u) =w(TL~cu) (ePu» = (by (5.1» = TL</JucOJ-I (ePu)

On the other hand cjJ'u(t)=cjJu(O)-lIj;U(t); therefore 7/f'(u)=(w· Y)(u)

and hence 7/f'=w·Y. Finally, by (5.3) and (5.4), (w1·apP,I)(TLz(v»

=aGP,1(TLg-1(v» and (5.2) is proved.

Let r be a connection on P whose connection form will be denoted
w; following [4J, w can be seen as a g-valued I-form on P of type
(ad, g) which satisfies (5. 1). Let WI be the prolongation of w to J/P;
from Corollary 4. 5 and Lemma 5. 1, we deduce

THEOREM 5.2. WI defines a connection r l on Jplp(JplM, ni, JplG),

which will be said the prolongation of connection r on P.

This Theorem has been proved also in [3J through a slightly different
procedure.

THEOREM 5.3. Let Q be the curvature form of connection r on P.
Then, the prolongation Q1 of Q is the curvature form of the prolonga

tion r 1 of r. Therefore, r is flat if and only if r 1 is flat.

Proof. By virtue of (3.5) and (4.1), and the structure equations,
we have
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Next, with a view on further applications, we shall search for the
relation between the operators of exterior covariant differentiation D,
D l with respect to r and rh respectively. So, let V be again a vector
space, p: G~ Gl(V) a linear representation and 1: a V-valued r

form on P of type (p, V); recall that 7: is said tensorial if, moreover,
1:(Xh ••• , X r ) =0 whenever at least one of the ta.ngent vectors Xi of P
is vertical.

PROPOSITION 5.4. The prolongation 1:1 of a tensorial form 7: on P of
type (p, V) is also a tensorial form on J/P.

Proof. Routine, taking into account the local expressions of 1: and
1:1.

Let XH denote the horizontal lift of the vector field X with respect
to r or r 1 indistinctly.

PROPOSITION 5.5. For any vector field X on M,
(XC)H=(XH)C, (XCa)H= (XH) Ca), l:::;;;a:::;;;p (5.5)

Proof. From (3.3) we have Wl«XH)C) = (W(XH»1=0, Wl«XH)Ca)
=(w(XH»Ca)=o and therefore (XH)C, (XH)Ca) are <;tll horizontal with
respect to r 1• Hence,. it suffices to check that, at any point xEJ/P,

T1i:l ( (XH) fiC) = (XC)1t1cx), T1i:l «XH) fi Ca) = (XCa)1t1W

which can be done using local expressions.

PROPOSITION 5.6. For any V-valued r-form 7: on P of type (p, V)

D(C'l= (D1:) 1 (5. 6)

Proof. Since (D7:) 1 is tensorial, it suffices to check the identity
applying both members to horizontal arguments of the form (XC)H,
(XC) Ca) for arbitrary vector field X on M; the result follows directly
from the definition of D and D l taking into account (3.4), (3.5) and
(5.5).

Note that Theorem 5. 3 is also a consequence of this Proposition.
Next, assume that r is a linear connection on M, i. e. a connection

on FM(M, 1i:M' Gl(n»; then, rl is a connection on JnlFM(JnlM,

1i:t, JnlGl(n» , and it induces a linear connection r on FM as follows:
let jM : JnlFM~ FJnlM be the canonical embedding, and let r be
the unique linear connection on I n

1M whose connection form wverifies

JM*W= Tjn· w1
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Then, the linear connection on FM is obtained by restricting r to the
open submanifold FMcJn1M, and it will be still denoted by rand
its connection form by w. Since we have proved in [3J that the
covariant derivation defined on FM by r coincides with the complete
lift to FM [6J of the covariant derivation defined by r on M, r will
be said the complete lift of r to FM.

Let D, Q be the curvature forms of w, cv respectively; then jM*D=
Tjn· Q and hence

COROLLARY 5.7. The complete lift r of r to FM is flat if and
only if r is flat.

Let OM, 0Jn l M be the canonical I-forms of FM and FJn1M, respec-
tively.

LEMMA 5.8. j"ttOJn I M= (OM)1

Proof. Straightforward computation using local expreSSIOns.

Let e= DOM be the torsion form of r; then

e1= (DOM) 1=D1(OMh =D1(j"ttOJ nlM) =j"tt(DOJnlM) -Ri')
where jJ denotes the exterior covariant differentiation with respect to
rand e is the torsion form of w. Restricting once more to FM, we
get

THEOREM 5.9. Let e, e be the torsion forms of (u, w respectively.
Then j"tte=e1 and hence r is torsionfree if and only if F is torsion
free too.

Let us remark that Mok [6J has proved similar results for the
torsion and curvature tensors of rand F.

6. Complete lift of tensor fields of types (0, s) and Cl, s)

Let V, V be vector spaces, p : Gl (n) ---'.l> Gl (V), P : Gl (n+n2) ---'.l>

Gl (V) linear representations and i : J n1V ---'.l> V a homomorphism such
that

for every gEJn1Gl (n).
Let t : FM ---->- V be a differentiable function of type (p, V); from

Theorem 3.2 we know that the prolongation t1 of t to Jn1FM is a
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differentiable function of type (Ph I n
1V) . Then, given yE FI n

1M,
choose xEJnlFM and aEGl(n+n2) such that y=jM(x)a, and define
1: FJnlM~ V by setting

l(y) =p (a-1)((i. t1) (x» (6.2)

Identity (6,1) above implies that l(y) does not depend on the choice
of x and a; moreover, 1 is obviously of type (p, V) and, then, we
can adopt the following definition:

DEFINITION 6.1 The differentiable function t: FJnlM~ V given
by (6.1) will be called the complete lift of t to FJnlM.

Let r be a linear connection on M, r1 and r the induced connections
on JnlFM and FJnlM, respectively, and D, D h D their respective
exterior covariant differentials.

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let 1 be the complete lift of a differentiable function
t: FM~ V of type (p, V). Then.

jiI(Dl) =i- (Dt) 1

Proof. (6.2) implies 1· jM=i' t1 and hence jM* (dl) =i' (dt1); then,
since jMpreserves horizontal vector-s, jM*(Dl) =i· (Dt1) , and the result
follows from (5. 6) .

COROLLARY 6. 3. Dt=::.O implies D'f-.::=O.

Proof. Obviously Dt=::.O implies jM*(Dl)=::.O; since D1 is of type
(p, V), one follows D1 o.

Remark that the converse of this Corollary is not true in general.

This procedure above of "lifting" differentiable functions on FM to
FJnlM has some interesting applications when particular choices of V,
V, P, P and i are done; in fact, it provides a geometrical interpretation
of the (so called) complete lift of tensor fields on M to FM introduced
in [lJ and [6J, as well as of the prolongation to FM of G-structures
on M defined by tensor fields which has been studied in [2J.

In order to give that interpretation, let us firstly recall the one-to
one correspondence between tensor fields H on M of type (r, s) and
differentiable functions t: FM~ Q!gRn of type (p, &;;/Rn), p being
the canonical linear representation of Gl (n) into &;;/ Rn; let (U, xi) be
a coordinate system in M, (FU, xi, Xi) the induced one in FM,.
and assume H (resp. t) given in U (resp. in FU) by its components
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jl ir jl···jr
H .. , (resp. t ); then,

i1- ··is ;1 "·is

..l··· ..r n"'h
t (Xi, X·i) =H (Xi)Xh il"'Xh i·X· "l···X· "r (6.3)
hl ...h• J ;1"';. 1 • J1 Jr

where (X/) = (X/)-l.

( I) Complete lift of functions

First of all, note that given a differentiable function f : M~ R,
then t f'1CM: FM~ R is of type (p, R), p : Gl(n)~ GI(R) being
he trivial representation; conversely, if t : FM~ R is of type (p, R),
then t projects down to a differentiable function f : M~ R.

So, take V= V= R, p and p being the trivial representations, and
i=1C given by (2.4); then, (6. 1) holds trivially, and for any
f : M---'J. R we can consider the complete lift l : FJnl M~ R of t =
f·1CM. Thus, given yEFJnlM, choose x= (xi, Xi, x ai, Xjai) EJnlFM
and iiEGI(n+n2) such that y=jM(x)ii; an straightforward computation
leads to

-( -) ~ . oft y =4.J X aJ --•
.,=1 oxJ

and, then, the projection down to JnlM of l IS the differentiable
function 1: JnlM ---'J. R given by

-( ..) ~ ·off x', x a' = 4.J x aJ --•
.,=1 oxJ

function which will be said the complete lift of f to JnlM. The
restriction fe =11 FM is just the so called complete lift of f to FM in
[lJ.

( H) Complete lift of tensor fields of type (1, s)

Let be V=®.lRn, V=®/(JnlRn) =::.®/Rn+n2
, p and p the canonical

linear representations of Gl(n) and GI(n+n2) into V and V, respecti
vely, and i being the homomorphism given in (I), Section 2, for
p=n. From (2.7) we know that (6.1) holds and hence, if H is a
tensor field on M of type (1, s) with associate function t: FM---'J.
®/Rn of type (p, ®/Rn) , l: FJnlM~ ®/Rn+n2 is well defined by
(6.2) and determines a tensor field fi on JnlM of type 0, s).

In order to compute it, assume y=jM(X) with x= (Xi, Xl, x ai, Xjai)
EJnlFM; then, taking into account (1. 5), (2.5), (6.2) and (6.3),
we obtain
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t(y) =HijI ...jsXk/l···Xk/sXihEh®Ekl®··.®Eks
+[x kXk il···Xk isJ{.hOkH· i . -Xl kXk n···Xk isXkhJ{.lH· i .a 1 s,. J1 •••J$ a 1 s t. J1 ···Js

~ ilX il .•• X i-IX i +1•.•X isX- hH· i . J+L.I X ha k1 h-1 1 kI+l 1 ks i Jl ···Js
1=1

Eha®Ekl® ...®Eks

+±(jafJXk/l···Xk/sXihHj/···jsEha®Ekl®· ..®EfJkl®· ..®Eks
1=1

where H j / ...js are the local components of Hand Ok= (%xk). Then,
using again (6.3) with the appropriate changes to JnlM and FJnlM,
one obtains

H- (xi x i) = H. i . _O_tO\dxiliOl ... iOIdxis
,a Jl ···Js ox i '<Y '<Y '<Y

h .) a . .
+ (Xa OhHj/···js OX

ai ®dxJl®···®dxJS

+ t (jafJHj/···is~®dxiI® ...®dxil® ...®dxis
1=1 uXa

Note that if X is a vector field on M, then X is just the complete
lift Xc of X to JnlM; moreover, the restriction HC=H 1FM is nothing
but the complete lift of H to FM which has been defined in [6J.

Also, .. remark that the converse of Corollary 6. 3 holds· in this case
because i is injective. Hence, we can state

COROLLARY 6. 4. Let r be a linear connection and H a tensor field
of type (1, s) on M, and r, HC their complete lifts to FM. Then, H
is parallel with respect to r if and only if HC is parallel with respect
to t.

See Mok [6J for a different proof of this Corollary.

(m) Complete lift of tensor fields of type (0, s)

Let be V=®sRn, V=®s(J1/Rn) ~®sRn+n2, p and p the canonical
linear representations of Gl(n) and Gl(n+n2 ) into V and V, respecti
vely, and take i being given as in (B), Section 2, for p=n. Once
more (6.1) holds, and if H is a tensor field on M of type (0, s) with
associat~ function t : FM~ ®sRn, then the complete lift t, given by
(6. 2), writes locally as follows: assume y, x as before, then

n

t- ( -) -" {( hX il X· is':! Hy - L.I X a k1 ..• ks Uh h···is
a=l
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s
. . kiv\ k k}+I: Xkj·l.',Xk/sHij"'i,E 1\6l···(8)Ea 1(8) .. ·(8)E S

l~l

where HiJ'''i, are the local components of H. Hence, the local
expression for Ji is:

H(x', :r,/)""" t {xahrhHij'''i,dxil(8)'''(8)dxis
0'=1

.,
+I: Hij"'i,dxil(8)·"(8)dxail(8)· .. (8)dxis}

l~l

Note that the restriction HC = fi I FM is just the complete lift of H
to FM which has been defined in [1].

Also, remark that the converse of Corollary 6. 3 still holds in this
case, because [>1-0 implies that i(Dt)l(XC)H=O and i(Dt)l(XCa»H=
o for any vector field X on M, and then, by virtue of (3.3) and
(5.5), i((Dt)XH)l=O and i((Dt)XH)(Q)=O or equivalently i(XHt)l=
o and i(XHt) Ca) =0; finelly (2.6) implies XHt=O and hence Dt=O.
Therefore, Corollary 6. 4 can be enlarged including the type (0, s).

7. Prolongation to FM of G-structures defined by tensor
fields

Let uE V be a fixed element of V, Gu the isotropy group of u with
respect to the linear representation p: Gl(n) - Gl(V), and V u=
{p (g) u / g E Gl (n)}. There exists an one-to-one correspondence between
Gu-structures F cu on M and differentiable functions t: FM - V of
type (p, V) such that: (i) t(FM) c Vu; (ii) t is a differentiable map
of FM into Vu; this correspondence is given by setting Pcu=r1(u).

Let p : Gl (n +n2
) - Gl (V) be another linear representation, and

let i : Jnl V - V be a homomorphism such that (6.1) holds. Let u1

EJnl V be the I-jet at 0 of the constant map of Rn into uE V, and
denote u=i(u1); then, from (2.2), (2.3) and (6.1), we deduce

Gu= jn(JnlGu) cG" (7.1)

G" being the isotropy group of u.
Let t : FM - V define the Gu-structure P Cu on M and t: FJnlM

- V the complete lift of l.

LEMMA 7.1. l(FJnlM) cV"

Proof. Firstly, note that t 1 (x) EJnl Vu for any iEJnlFM. Next,
given an arbitrary jlhEJnl Vu, define gEJnl Gl(n) as g= P1), where
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1}: R"-Gl(n) is determined by the identity h(t)=p(1}(t»u, tER".
Then, from (2.2) and (2.3), one follows j Ih=PI (g) (u l ); hence
i(jlh) =p(j,,(g»)(il) , and the result follows from (6.2).

Thus, PGii=l-l(il) defines a Gi.-structure on JnlM and hence, by
restriction, on FM; so, we can state

THEOREM 7. 2. If M admits a Gu-structure defined by a tensor t of
type (p, V) and Vu-valued, then the complete lift l of t defines a Gii
structure on FM.

This Theorem improves some particular results stated in [2J. Let
PG.=(jM·P)(J"IPG.)IFM be the prolongation of PG. to FM; obviously
PG.cPGii IFM' and thus P Gii IFM is isomorphic to the canonical prolonga
tion of PG. induced by the injection Gu - Gii •

( I) G-structures defined by tensor fields of types (1, s) and (0, s)

Assume V, V, p, p and i being the same as in (1I) or in (I),
Section 6. Then, for a fixed u E V, let t : FM - V of type (p, V)
define a Gu-structure PG. on M, and denote by H the associate tensor
field on M of type (1, s) or (0, s), tensor field which will be said to
define PG.. Then, combining Theorem 7. 2 with the results in Section
6, we can assert that the complete lift He of H to FM defines
P Gii I FM' and conversely. This result has been proved in [2J (Theorems
5.4 and 5.10) for tensor fields of type (1,1) and (0,2).

( 1I) Prolongation of volume forms

Let be V=R and P : Gl(n)~ Gl(R) given by p(g)~= (det g)~, g
EGl(n), ~ER. Then, if u=lER, Gu=Sl(n), the real special linear
group. To give an Sl (n)-structure P on M is equivalent to give a
differentiable function t: FM - V of type (p, V) or to give a
volume form Q on M, the relation between Q and t being given by

QxCXh ••• , Xn)=A(t(y»(y-IXh ••• , y-IXn)

for any XI. ... , XnE TxM, xEM, yEFM such that 1t'M(Y) =x, and
A : R - /\n(Rn) *being the canonical isomorphism given by A (~) =
~el/\ ... /\en, t;ER.

Now, consider JnIR~RI+n, ulEJnlR the I-jet at 0 of the constant
map onto u=l, V=R, p: Gl(n+n2) - Gl(R) also defined by the
determinant and i=1CR the target map. Then (2.7) is still verified,
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and, for ii=i(u1), Gu=Sl(n+n2). Therefore, from Theorem 7.2 we
deduce that, given a volume form Q on M, there exists canonically
associated a volume form jj on FM.

In order to compute jj from Q, we proceed as follows: let (U, xi)
be a coordinate system in M and assume Q given in U by Q Idx1/\

... /\dxn, I being nowhere zero on U; then the associate function t is
given by t =1' 7'CM. If l denotes the complete lift of t,

Qx(..., a~i' ... , a~ai' ...)

=A(l(y» ( ... , Y-1( a~i)' ... , Y-1( a~ai ), ...)
for any xEJn1 U and yEFJn1U such that 7'CJ!n M (Y) =x; and, if we
take Y--J' (xi X i X i X i) Wl'th (xi X i X i X i) EJ 1p !- M , j , a ,ja ,j , a , ja n I J n U,

P being the Sl(n)-structure determined by Q, then det(X/) =1 and
l (y) -f(xi ). Therefore,

Qx( ... , a~i' ..., a~ai' ...)
-/( i) 1/\ /\en+n2 ( X- j -- ~ X- hX kX- j- x e . . ..., i ej £..J i h/3 k e/3n+j, ... ,

p;!

I(x i ) (det(X-/»n+l=/(xi )

Thus, Q is locally given in JnlU by

Q=Idx 1/\ • .. /\dxn /\dXl1 /\ . .. /\dxnn
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